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THE HISTORY OF
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY

Establishment

1876

Prairie View A&M University, the first state-supported college in Texas for African Americans, was established during the Reconstruction period after the Civil War. This was the historical period when political and economic special interest groups were able to aggressively use the federal government to enact public policy designated to “alter or reshape the cultural milieu of the vanquished Southern state.” The University had its beginning in the Texas Constitution of 1876 which, in separate articles, established an “Agricultural and Mechanical College” and pledged that “Separate schools shall be provided for the white and colored children, and impartial provisions shall be made for both.” As a consequence of these constitutional provisions, the Fifteenth Legislature established “Alta Vista Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas for Colored Youth” on August 14, 1876.

Enrollment of the First Students

1878

The Board of Directors purchased the Alta Vista Plantation (1,338 acres) from Mrs. Helen Marr Kirby, the widow of the late Col. Jared Ellison Kirby. The College was named “Alta Vista Agricultural and Mechanical College for Colored Youth.” The Board, authorized to appoint a principal to administer the College, selected L.W. Minor of Mississippi. Eight young African American men, the first to enroll in a state-supported college in Texas, began their studies on March 11, 1878.

Era of Principals as Chief Administrative Officers

1878 - 1948

Prairie View strengthened and enlarged its curriculum and grew under the leadership of a series of dedicated principals. These men led the College during those difficult decades as Federal Reconstruction ended and the doctrine of “separate but equal” emerged with the Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court decision of 1896. The eight principals and their tenures were: L.W. Minor, 1878; E.H. Anderson, 1879-1884; Laurine C. Anderson, 1884-1894; Edward L. Blackshear, 1895-1915; Isaiah M. Terrell, 1915-1918; J.G. Osborne, 1918-1925; Paul (Uncle Paul) Bledsoe (Interim Principal), 1925-1962; Willette Rutherford Banks, 1926-1947; and Edward B. Evans, 1947-1948.

Era of Presidents as Chief Administrative Officers

1948 to Present


Names Given to the University

1878 - 1998

The Fifteenth Legislature (August 14, 1867) established “Alta Vista Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas for Colored Youth.” The Sixteenth Legislature (April 19, 1879) established “Prairie View State Normal School” in Waller County for the training of colored teachers. The Twentieth Legislature attached the words Agriculture and Mechanical Department of Prairie View Normal School. The Twenty-sixth Legislature (1889) changed the name to Prairie View State Normal & Industrial College.” The Forty-ninth Legislature (June 1, 1945) changed the name to “Prairie View University.” The Fiftieth Legislature (March 3, 1947) established “The Texas State University of Negroes” (now Texas Southern University) and changed the name of Prairie View University to “Prairie View Agriculture and Mechanical College of Texas.” The Sixty-third Legislature (1973) changed the name to Prairie View A&M University.

Excerpts taken from Prairie View, A Study in Public Conscience
By Dr. George Ruble Woolfolk
Edited by Frank D. Jackson and Jimmizine Taylor
Dr. Romeatrius Moss

Dr. Romeatrius Nicole Moss serves in the United States Air Force, currently with the rank of Major; and is Founder, President, and CEO of Black Nurses Rock. Born with a passion for serving others, Dr. Romeatrius Moss is an entrepreneur, award-winning philanthropist, community advocate, and international speaker. She is known for her strong work ethic, action-oriented, excellence-driven, and ability to think outside the box.

Moss grew up in Chattanooga, Tennessee and graduated top of her high school class. She received a full scholarship to Berea College in Kentucky and graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN). She was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force. Moss continued her education by earning a Master’s in Community Public Health Nursing Administration from the University of South Alabama in Mobile, Alabama and a Doctor of Nursing Practice at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. She is a Board Certified Advanced Public Health Nurse.

In the military, Moss has held a variety of positions including staff, clinical, and nurse manager; element leader, disease manager, flight commander, health care integrator, and sickle cell nurse coordinator. She now serves as Executive Officer for the 71 Medical Group at Vance AFB.

In 2014, Moss put her vision into action to form an international organization for black nurses. She began creating the framework and strategic plan for Black Nurses Rock. She wanted to create a place where nurses could connect, mentor, motivate, inspire, and grow together. BNR’s launch was heard throughout the nation, igniting a movement among black nurses nationwide. Black Nurses Rock, Inc. is an organization with a focus to foster a positive environment of professional growth and development. It provides support and mentorship to nurses in an effort to elevate the profession and improve communities. To date, Black Nurses Rock has over 4,000 members, the largest minority nursing association, and it has already grossed over 1 million dollars in revenue, a community following of over 270,000, with over 125,000 volunteer hours completed.

Moss is a leading expert in health professional branding and mentorship programs. She has the unique ability to inspire and encourage health care professionals to take ownership of their community and use their skills and knowledge to combat the gap in health care disparities. Moss has inspired and mentored over 50,000 nurses and has helped, coached, or influenced the development of over 2,500 new businesses among nurses.

Moss has won numerous awards, including national awards, such as the National Association of Licensed Practical Nurses Community Leader Award, Cabot Celebrity Volunteer Award, National Black Nurses Association Community Nurse of the Year, Cherokee Inspired Comfort Nurse Award, National Black Nurses Association Trailblazer Award, and Nursing Excellence GEM Award Florida Region. She has been recognized by dozens of Black Nurses Rock Chapters for Community Service and Leadership; and locally by organizations such as the United Way, Girls Incorporated, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, and Delta Sigma Theta. She has received the State Governor’s Award, as well as been awarded by the United States Surgeon General for her community service and emergency resilience work.

Dr. Romeatrius Moss is married to Meko Moss, and they have three children, Meko, Mario, and Melo.
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Presiding: Ms. Olivia Johnson
Junior, Nursing

Prelude ......................................................... PVAMU Wind Ensemble
Conducted by Dr. Timmey Zachery, Director of Bands

Processional .................................................. “Medley of Marches,” Henry Filmore

Invocation ................................................... Mr. Lamar Woods
Junior, Nursing

National Anthem ............................................. “The Star Spangled Banner,” Francis Scott Key

Opening Remarks .......................................... Dr. James M. Palmer
Interim Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Greetings ..................................................... Ms. Dianne Silagan
Senior, Nursing

Occasion ..................................................... Ms. Le’Andrea Resendez
Junior, Nursing

Music .......................................................... “Great Day!” Arr. Moses Hogan
Ms. Davidra Patterson, Soloist
PVAMU Concert Chorale
Conducted by Dr. A. Jan Taylor, Director of Choral Music Activities

Introduction of Speaker ................................... Ms. Azia Sirmons
Senior, Nursing

Convocation Address ...................................... Romeatrius Moss, DNP, MSN, RN, APHN-BC
Major, United States Air Force

Music .......................................................... “Festive Overture, Op. 96,” Dmitri Shostakovich

Recognition of Honor Societies ......................... Mr. Willie Hayward
Sophomore, Pre-Nursing
Mr. Mario Sosa Romero
Junior, Nursing

Recognition of Honor Students ......................... Ruth J. Simmons
President, Prairie View A&M University

Presentation of Humanitarian Award ..................... Dr. Lauretta F. Byars
Vice President, Student Affairs and University Advancement

Mr. Jonathon D. Randle, Student Recipient
Dr. Bettye Davis Lewis, Community Recipient

Announcements ............................................ Ms. Tyrhonda Bradley
Senior, Nursing

Closing Remarks .......................................... Dr. Betty N. Adams
Dean, College of Nursing

Alma Mater ................................................... “Dear Prairie View,” Sibelius-Fuller

Benediction ................................................... Ms. Paigalynn Dial
Senior, Nursing

Recessional .................................................. “Medley of Marches,” Henry Filmore
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN SCIENCES
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 Cyrus, Bobby J
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 Davis, Brianae T
 Davis, Emory J
 Davis, Camryn E
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 Erickson, Jennifer
 Fills, Amos Victoria
 Fisher, Marcus Deion Vance
 Foster, Aja-Monee
 Francis, Jasmine Raquel
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 Gamez, Norma
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 Gibson, Dontay J'Von
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 Gonzales-Alvarado, Dora
 Michelle
 Gordon, Jemeka M
 Gordon, Tyler Jamaal
 Greene, Alexis N
 Harrison, Alexia Dianne
 Hayes, Jasmine R
 Hinojosa, Gisela
 Hobs, Lonnie
 Hunter, Braylon Austin
 Hunter, Bryant Avery M
 Jackson-Jones, Travon D
 Jenkins, Khadyjah N'Jeri
 Jennings, Christopher Michael
 Johnson, Andre
 Johnson, Kiana A
 Johnson, Terrian Montrell

Johnson, Victoria Adalyne
Jones, Justin A
Jones-Jackson, Ti'Taia J
Keeton, Jadean Allysa
Laster, Taylor Nicole
Latin, Tiffany Rochelle
Lawson, Ya'Tuan Andrea
Lester, Aaliyah Cherelle
Macias, Briana Geneva
Mackins, Kelsey Morgan
Martinez, Amarya
Mayes, Courtnety Lee
Mbia Noah, Michelle
McIntyre, Kiana Destini
McLean, Kassannel Deechea
Mitchell, Jamelah Ny-Chelle
Morris, Kiera Alexis
Nkot, Ferdinand Nkot
Outler, Ashana J
Parker, Victoria Ann
Petersen, Bryce A
Phillips, Asia
Phillips, Gabriel J
Polk, Javon Donte
Ravin, Ashante' A
Richardson, Ariyana
Damonique
Robinson, Brianna C
Rollerson, Maya R
Romero, Diana A
Sanchez, Daniela Alejandra
Sanders, Meagan Edison
Scott, Desia C
Scott, Kamry Nicole
Smith, Gerald D
Stanton, Krystal U
Stiles, Kristal E
Stripling, Aaron Randolph
Thomas, Donavan Monty
Thomas, Raymond Joseph
Thomas, Russell Jacob
Thurston, Addison Jamel
Toliver, Ashley Nicole
Tonge-Spieve, Undrea
Breann
Warren, Z'Aundria
Watts, Jessica Renee
Webb, Sieria K
Whittlow, Taylor Janai
Widemom, Toni Aalyce
Williams, Destinee N
Williams, Floyd Leroy
Wyatt, Miriam S
Young, Juanita Joy

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Abram, Korey Michael
Acaín, Francisco Edmund
Adame, Josue
Adame, Yasmin
Aguilar, Kimberly Chris
Alomaja, Nakia O
Aviso, Ernesto
Ancalade, Khia
Andrews, Darriel De'Lashae
Arboleda, Carlos Alfonso
Ashby, Courtney R
Biggers, Romell Wayne
Brackens, Adrian Renard
Brooks, Robert Lawrence
Cadore, Michael Joel
Calderon, Isabel O
Candelia, Javier
Carney, Miles Malik
Carr, Jamal Devon
Chavez, Chelsea Aubrey
Chrisenbriar, Brian Clark
Clark, Blake A
Cobs, Jabbar J
Colbert, Mohria Kay
Comparoe, Ahmed
Copa, Joshua Matias
Curtis, Jalen Christopher
Daniel, O'Sharrah S
Davila, Yesenia
Davilmara, Towana
Davison, Cleon Marcos
De Los Santos, Jovany
Diaz, Sermon Antonio
Duran, Ana Lizbeth
Earl, Mariah Raven
Egwuonwu, Eric Uche
Esparza De Lira, Monica S
Flanagan, Ronald Clay
Foster, Richard Odell
Freeman, Nicholas O'lando
Gaeta, Daniel H
Gant, Paige M
Garcia, Erick
Garcia, Victor Alfonso
Garrett, Mitchell Stubbs
Gomez, Jose Roberto
Gooding, Nadia Kai
Griffie, Nierra T
Guillory, Angiela Jack
Gyebi, Gloria N
Hallman, Trey D
Harper, Zachary Miles
Henderson, Roderick
Lamont
Hicks, Jononta Quintez
Hill, Gregory
Hornes, Taylor N
Igbunor, Justice Erounce
Jackson Bowman, Jalon
DeShawn
Jackson-Reeves, D'Andre
Christopher
Jackson, Allan D
Johnson, Jonathan M
Johnson, Jamesesa S
Joiner, Jacorye M
Jones, Carlton Dimitri
Jones, Milan
Kea, Daelah Rachel
Kirven, Kayla Rose
Kiso, Ana
Knight, Cameron D
Lawson, Taylee D
Lee, Jasmine Q
Lewis, Dallas Kilson
Logan, Orlando N
Lopez, Vanessa Nicole
Lopez, Kennia Yajaira
Lopez, Maximiliano Jesus
Lozano, Liborio
Lyons, Fredrick A
Maren, Zirren Arman Jalique
Martin, Shannen Louise
Mata, Eric
Maxey, Lauren April
Meshack, Brooke Minquel
Meyzhen, Andy
Montelongo, Ana Aileen
Morris, Timimee
Morrison, Maryssa Evin
Mulgrave, Alec John
Ndiaye, Alioune Faba
Nelson, Davian James
Nguyen, Sonny Q
Nunez, Karen J.
Nze MFane, Victoire Magalli
Ochoa, Manuel Robert
Oliver, Drake J
Orozco, Kelly C
Panighello, Armony Dos
Parker, Jasmine D
Percival, Samiria E
Quiett, Alacia C
Reid, Rendan D
Reyes, Bisma A
Rideau, Breanna Lygia
Robinson, Jakedrick R
Rocha Martinez, Vicente E
Rodgers, Gabriel D
Rueda, Francisco Rogel
Sadler, Kelsi V
Sampilo, Renee Justine
Candelaria
Sanchez, Anthony E
Shack, Troy Berton
Sims, Jeremy Jermaine
Skinner, Shelby Lynette
Smith, Kameran D
Soito, Emanuel William
Speed, Delante Deleon
Stewart, Vincent Edward
Suaiz-Harris, Cynthia
Tate, Eboneye' Alecia
Thomas, Jawon
Thomas, Zachary Carnell
Thomas, Ledell Martin
Thompson, Duchane Lee
Tinsley, Cigi Aylse
Uduth, Alice Isiona
Villanueva, Hobed
Villarreal, Maribel
Walker, Taylor Jamea
Washington-Cockrell, Taylor J
Watson, Isaac I
Wesley, Kaylah
Wilkins, Kenneth M
Williams, Meaghan Ashleigh
Williams, Nicholas Edward
Williams, Rontavist Laron
Wilson, Jasimyne D
Wise, Ashton DeVante
Yates, Kyana Sinclaire
Yowman, Christina Renee

MARVIN D. AND JUNE SAMUEL BRAILSFORD COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Abdulla, Hanan Dawoud
Abraham, Johannah M
Adams, Tanner Wayne
Adderley, Rhon Clayton
Adkins, Alliyah Alese
Aguilar, Pete Andrew
Aiyekusibe, Oluwasehun O
Akindele, Yetunde Omo
Akpa, Laura Ugonna
Alexander, Char'Donnay D'Ann
Alexander, Nathan Gene
Alfred, Taylor A
Alfred, Brandon U
Ali, Shahruthk Rahman
Al-Islam, Aliyah Faith
Allen, Breanda Davyone
Ali, Julisa R
Allen, Tournetta B
Alsip, Eric Anthony
Alvarez, Xiomara Abigail
Amaro, Justin
Amy-Penny, Dante Vonlelie
Anderson, Cobey K
Anugwom, Charles I
Aristide, Dan P
Armstrong, Brenna T
Armstrong, Nathan Alon
Arps, Narcissa Nicole
Ary, D'Andrea A
Atkinson, Lavancen Ray
Austin, Shari Camille
Bagby, Kase Lesean
Bain, Carlanke Akeem
Bain, Colisa Cordella
Bain, Cordell Leonard
Ballard, Kira Marie
Ballesteros, Randy
Barnes, Nigel Luke
Barracks, Morgan Ragene
Batsinique, Angelique Briana
Bauham, Jasmine Marie
Beaman, Ashlyn Corrine
Beammon, Taylor A
Bell, Tekhya
Benefield, John Rei
Benes, Joseph William
Bennett, Sidney A
Berry, Miyakayla Moray
Betts, Amber D
Birch, Sydni Nicole
Bishop, Kalob A
Black, Aladrian B
Black, Nicole Cassandra
Blackwell, Meagan Marie
Blanco, Emily S
Blaylock, Raven Ayla
Bloom, Krishna Evette
Bob, Ememobog Okon
Bob, Enobong Okon
Bowers, Kendall V
Bowman, Nia Omisade
Boyd, Gabrielle Ymmod
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Boykin, Christa Grace--MArie
Bradley, Dejah R*
Brady, Jamaeshia Keishae*
Brannon, Elanta Sha'Col
Bray, Ke'Undra D'Shae*
Briscoe, Raven Nicole
Brooks, Romesha Nicole*
Brown, Antonious S*
Brown, Breanice Nicole
Brown, Madeline Selena
Brumfield, Robin Alaysha*
Bryant, Erin A*
Brynteson, Deandra Kaye*
Budwile, Kirsten L
Buggs, Briana Janay*
Burns, Sensaywa Shesnay
Burton, Joi Christiana*
Butler, Christopher D*
Byrd, Jacob E*
Cadorette, Jada Michele-Paige
Caesar, Jade Aquis*
Calhoun, Kenneth D
Calvillo Conejo, Viridiana Nicole*
Camarillo, Jessica*
Cardozo, Paula V
Carey, Taylor Symone*
Carpenter, Alia Janae*
Carr-Robinson, Krystal
Te'chelle*
Cash, Coddy Alberian*
Chachere, Rynka R*
Chapman, Tierra J*
Chia, Holly Elizabeth Jesse
Chism, Lenora Miquel
Churchwell, Brittany Nicole*
Clark, Anitra Belle
Cochran, Jason William*
Cody, Brianna E
Coleman, Mia Nicole*
Coleman, Jakeya M
Collins, Deon Joseph*
Collins, Alexandria Akaye
Collins, Christina E
Connor, Malachi Yaphet*
Contreras, Edgar Armando
Cossea', Aaron I*
Cotton, Ashton J*
Cotton, Jessica Jermaine*
Crenshaw, Alysia Lynette
Crockett, Elijah N*
Cromer, Alexandra Mackenzie
Cunningham, Camille*
Curless, Matthew Allen
Davis, Allyiah L*
Davis, Keyaira Larae*
Davis, Lexus N*
Davis, Andre Ramel
Davis, Mytaijah Danielle
Davis, Sonciere Lashae
Dean-Jessie, Sydney
Nanyamka
Dear, Xiaomia M*
Dearmas, Aubryane Aja
Deaver, Shawanna Wannette
DeBoue, Lauryn A
Declouet-Robbins, Tylaesia Danita*
Decho, Hanna Pusta*
Deterville, Alehya Renee
DeWalt, Tiara A*
Diggs, Dalil Ivanne*
Dinife, Chizorbam
Donpreh, Sylvia Y
Douglas, Leah Ann
Doubis, Julian Carl
Dunaway, Dominique D
Easty, Lorenzo*
Echarry Dialz, Kapiduach*
Edwards, Kevin*
Edwards, Michael Josiah*
Edwards, Moriah Louqusha*
Elmahj, Chinwendu Chisom
Ellis, Kiara Michelle*
Ellis, Brianna D
Elton-Blackburn, Cody
Mechea*
Emmanuel, Ryan Roderick R*
Emwin, Joy O.
Enyinna, Diamond Oluchi Epting, Jaide Marie*
Erbynn, Cassandra Lynnette Etheridge, Bobby Joe*
Etheridge, Neshun L
Eze, Maduforo U*
Falade, Adewale Oluwa
Farley, Christian Andre
Farmer, Alexandre Breza
Fernandez, Anthony David
Fields, Chastity Jerna
Firmín, Duraneisha Ty'Yana
Fitts, Lechae M
Fitzgerald, Calvin Scott*
Foote, Willie B*
Ford, Morgan H*
Foster, India Leshawn*
Foster, Kourtney Marie
Frank, Aysia Semya
Franklin, Destiny P
Franklin, Kadejah M
Franks, Braxon Douglas
Freeman, Keyara A
Futrell, Austin Emery Lewis
Gadison, Brianna Nicole*
Gaines, Kortnee Danay*
Garcia, Franck*
Garcia, Javier Noel
Garcia, Monique Michel
Gardner, Kezarah Shardae*
Gardner, Miracle Lakayla*
Garner, Chelsea Marie*
Garrett, Brea Alexis*
Gasque, Kimani Zaire*
Gaytan, Yvette*
Giddings, Nikola J'Nae*
Gilbert, Rynav Alexis
Gilchrist, Kayla Anne
Giles, Adam M
Gipson, Diron L*
Gipson, James De'shonn*
Gliston, Victoria Kiana
Glover, Zachari Ke' Andre*
Gomez, Marisa Kathleen
Goode, Brannon F
Goodwin, Dalesha Leshae*
Goodwin, Alexander I
Gore, Sydney Lee
Gray, Melvin*
Green, Aaliyah Alexandria
Green, Ahhrn R*
Green, Dickie C
Greer, Tashia Faye
Gude, Tasia Bri'Sha
Guerrero, Marisa Nicole
Gustave, Widna C*
Gutierrez-Vega, Giavanni Nicole*
Ha, Uyen
Hall, Toni Michelle*
Hall, Ondrea Micharea
Halsey, Aaron J*
Halton, Raekwon Dearsis*
Hamilton, Arecia Jerniece
Zhanne
Harper, Shaylin Renel
Hassan, Aaliyah Markell*
Harris, Taylor J
Harris, Wendell James
Henderson, Shelby Victoria
Johnson, Sydnei E
Johns, Tiare Bell
Johnson Woodfork, Erik
Joiner, J audio Lirri
Jokodola, Olatope Vanessa
Jones, Dai'Iah Monique*
Jones, Davonta Terrell*
Jones, Jade Lachelle*
Jones, Taylor L*
Jones, Tiffany T
Jones, Eva Marie
Jones, Jemarcus Devonte'
Jordan, Aubrianna M
Jordan, Jermainekeia K
Joseph, Adam D
Joseph, Marshall D
Joseph, Tondera*
Jubert-Bacon, Kia Inez
Kay, Raquel L*
Keeter, Justin M
Kellum, Sherika Shadae
Koch, Anastasia Elizabeth
Kwaje-Kyn, Nana O*
Lacey, Che'Darria B
Landry, Jazmine D*
Larry, Amber Ollivette*
Latzon, Joshua T
Ledesma, Clarissa Reina*
Lee, Jaylin A*
Lee, Carrington W
Lee, Jonjiesha Jodi
Legard, Kelsey Anne
Lehman, Courtnie Rene*
Lewis, Jaston*
Lewis, Jimmie Earl
Lewis-Manriquez, Sade C
Little, Lashadio V
London, John Kieth*
Long, Chonique
Love, Achaia C
Loveless, Gerald Edward
Lowe, Aerial D*
Lyles, kendall Scott

*Dean's Honors
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Adams, Anastasia I
Adams, Jhavonte
Augustine, Samuel Rayshon
Baker, Jalyn J
Bell, Devondra Lashia
Bolleter, Tevin Deshm
Benford, Taylor Reene
Bennett, Nefiy F
Benoit, Gayle Lorraine
Benson, Kiara Nicole
Berts, Janessa
Bethe, Keynessia S
Bickham, Kelsey Alicston
Bolten, Caytin Breanna
Bloom, Leslie Nicole
Boyce, Mary Jean
Bradley, Tiphani A
Brown, Bella
Brown, Leslie Nicole
Brown, Taylor Elizabeth
Browne, Rhonda D
Butler, Jordan C
Caldwell, Jade Christian
Calhoun, Corey Lornaz
Callens, Danielle Leighann
Carter, Ashley Simone
Carter, Victoria Markelle
Carter, Dominic E
Castillo-Taylor, Guadalupe
Chambers, Courtney
Chambers, Janay
Chandler, Alphonso
Cherry, Shauna Tranise
Christian, Monique
Clark, Mikayla J
Clark, Jasmyne D
Cole, Coli M
Coleman, Jalan Allen
Coleman, Kayla Lee Anna
Conyer, Fredrick Kamau
Costo, Monique
Crockett, Reja E
Curtis, Adawndra Raedawn
Dabney, Skylar Gabrielle
Daniels, Joneisha Lashelle
Darnell, Henry Charles
Davis, Colby Demarcus
Davis, Tequera Zanne
Davis, Camille C
Davis, Daleca B
Davis, Kanesha Jasmine
Davis, Marchelle M
Decker, Derrick D
Del Rio, Kennedy
Dunlop, Desiree Yvonne
Dufner, Desirae
Duplechan, Briana Nicolea
Durley, Lisa L
Eaglin, Janeica D
Edgerson, DaJazette Renee
Edwards, Morgan Shekina
Edwin, Quinice J
Egbo, John-Patrick
Ekanem, Ujay Tj Van Oostrum
Ellis, Larry
Espinoza, Jovana Janee
Esquivel, Janeth G
Evans, Byron Keith
Fagan, Saquilla
Faltesek-Garnica, Andreas
Fagin, Jalyn A
Finley, Melton Leroy
Finley, Jayda
Ford, Jordan C
Ford, Justun Bresha
Frake, Rojelio
Franks, Charles Ray
Gaskin, Shanel Sierra
Gibson, Mijay Nicole
Gills, Edriece Love On
Gillum, Acacia Brianna
Gist, Latekia S
Gonzalez, Rebeca
Goodrum, Eugene Edward
Goudeau, Taylor La Shay
Grady, Brooke Nichole
Green, Marquita Shakia
Green, Sabrina D
Grover, Ashley G
Harris, Jasmyn Eunique
Harris, Lemetric Dashawn
Harris, Madison Brianna
Harris, Ragiana Alexandria
Hayes, Jasmine Smyone
Haynes, Danielle Elaine
Heath, Imani Shae-Marie
Hector-Wyatt, Aniyah
Henderson, Kentrya L
Henderson, Zazja Iman
Henderson, Amahri Dvett
Henderson, Ventricia
Hashe
Henry, LaMia Chante
Henry, Corey Ambrose
Hensh, Calli Jordan L
Hernandez, Laurisa I
Herron, Malcom Xavier
Hicks, Eryn C
Hill, Ayanna R
Hodge, Khadarel Jamal
Hodge, Kimani Omar
Hodges, Khelsie Latarri
Holder, Justun Bresha
Holt, Cynthia
Hollins, Autumn
Holmes-Simmons, Asia
Holloman, Alana
Humphrey
Howard, Jamarcus Braylon
Hubbard, Generra Gevon
Hubert, Kierra Shardea
Hurd, Kerriah Raegan
Interiano, Joselin B
Iler, Makala
Jackson, Chase
Jackson, Dazha' Z
Jackson, Dre'Ana Alexa
Jackson, Michael De'Shawn
Jackson, Morgan E
Jackson, Camrye A
Jackson, Centell A
Jackson, Courtney Na'Sheal
Jackson, Jacenica Monique
Jamison, Corbin D
Jefferson, Ja'Mel Earnellius
Jefferson, William Christian
Jennings, Amber Mar
Jennigan, Terrence A
Jiles, Jessika Tayler
Jimerson, Tamera Shani
Johnson, Dezarae J
Johnson, Gene A
Johnson, Kellady Nikoli
Johnson, Megan C
Johnson, Nicole Janay
Johnson, Talara S
Johnston, Ebbonne
Johnson, Jordan A
Johnson, Sabrina N
Johnson, Zakia Ayana
Joiner, Tierra E
Jones, Alantia Os'Ayana
Jones, Alyssa N
Jones, Jadah Marlecia
Jones, Jourdan Micalyn
Jones, Kenneth Ray
Jones, Justice S
Jordan, Stephanie Nicole
Joseph, Jordan R
Joseph, Calynn V
Josue, Mary Jean Soriano
Kemp, Alachi Nekel
Kerr, Dationna Latrice
Kincade, Dara De'Shay
Kirksey, Brittney Sade
Kpehe, Sam Varney
Lane, DeAndrea
Larkins, Zaria K
Larks, Pardes Briyah
Lawson, Pamela L
Lee, Kalaria Jh Na
Leger, Meagan Sharpard
Leonard, Makaya A
Lewis, Ariel Jasmine
Llanes, Luis Enrique
Long, Nia Symond
Mahone, Kendra J
Manigo, Obadiah Mokief
Maria, Ramosehon N
Marshall, Aubrey Jarrell
Mart, Kir A
Martinez, Larissa
Maryland, Brittany Rita
Matos, Harol Arnold
Matthews, Humphrey
Matthews, Marquis Deon
Matthews, Breanna
Keeshawn
Maybin, Maya A
Mayes, Kerras B
Robins, Ashley Nichole
Robinson, Shavondra P*
Rogers, Husniyyah Zaina*
Rosales, Alondra
Ross, Shakeya
Roy, Ebony C’
Rutledge, Mysha A
Salazar, Cecilia Elizabeth
Sanders, Ashley Shaunte
Sanders, Toni Adellia
Sandle, Mark Tulia
Saxton, Halle*
Sceinaux, Brittany Alisea*
Searcy, Deja Satara*
Seccreuse, Zachary I*
Shamlin, Kellani Chartesae
Shevlin, Brittany N
Shepherd, Ashley Y
Simon, Jeremiah K
Sims, Talia R*
Sims, Keyona S
Singleton, Wayne Louis*’
Smith, A’Lea Marie*
Smith, Camron Jermaine*
Smith, Antonette Jodi
Smith, Tabitha Lorriane
Stanley, Deana Mone
Stewart, J’Mal K*
Struggs, Tiffany R*
Talton, Crystal Lynn
Taylor, Iya Breen*’
Thomas, Brandon Scott*
Thomas, Dajah A*
Thomas, Demarco Antonio*
Thomas, Lee Eric*
Thomas, Marnecia D’Andrea*
Thomas, Sidney Renee
Thompson, Isaiah D*
Tilson, Ty A.*
Toiver, Raneishea N*
Tribble, Adrienne N
Truehill, Taylor Kerryn*
Turner, Jazmine J*
Turner, Keionna Tierra
Turner, Raven N
Upchurch, Sydney
Alexandria*
Van Dyke, Thomas Clifton
Vazquez Garcia, Berenice
Vences, Fernando
Walker, Asia James
Walker, Jamesse
Ward, Jamie Nicole*
Ward, Brittany Keiara
Ward, Donall
Ward-Flowers, Kylar
Chayce*
Washington, Jakwannai Naquell*
Washington, L’vita A
Watson, Bre’Yhana Deshai*
Wells, Randi A*
Wells, Tijahnah J
West, Taylor Nicole*
Whaley, Chavonne D*
Whitaker, Niurka Lynnette*
White, Whitney R *

Whitfield, Jeremy Juwan*
Wilborn, Tonquessa M
Wiley, Hope Che’ Valia
Wilkinson, Chad Johnathan
Williams, Darianne
Alecandria
Williams, Denee*
Williams, Lauren Mone’T
Williams, Lindsey Nicole
Williams, Logan E
Williams, Taylor S*
Williams, Adara L
Williams, Raigain S
Williams, Steven Israel
Williams, Takara Blaire
Williams, Zanisha D
Williamson, Jawain R*
Wright, Brizjon*
Wilson, Billy Wayne*
Wilson, Jazminne Kryshail
Wilson, Kendon L
Wilson, Kori Jallyn*
Wilson, Wesley*
Wilson, Desiree N
Wofford, Mia Desha*
Woods, Kaelon Jamaul
Wright, Jonell Kime
York, Charmaine M
Young, Tierra K*
Zahan, Syeda Younna

ROY G. PERRY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Abdulle, Mowud A
Abdulwahab, Karimat
Omomuwuni
Addison, Turner, Devon C*
Adesina, Waheed
Olugbade
Adesina, Sunday Toyosi
Adetayo, Adedoyin Tolu
Adigun, Babalola Praise
Adijibi, Jose Luis Ondo Mba
Agofo, Koffi Edem
Aghoghovbia, Samuel O’
Agullar, Ricardo F
Ajayi, Oluwaseye*
Angko, Angelika Chinma*’
Akinola, Taiwo*
Akpojjojwui, Gabriella
Ali Hasan, Saad Mahmood
Alexander, David*
Alexander, Davianne Janeise
Ali, Salman Latif*
All, Sarfaraz Latif
Alli, Shariyaur Abdul
Allen, Renel Rakeem*
Alsup, Damon Lynn
Aly, Amir Khalid
Amagwula, Chidimma
Amin, Ajay
Anderson, Tyisiannah E*’
Animashanu, Rafiat Kemi
Arceuane, Deron Rashad
And, Quianna Demetrie*’
Argumedo, Adriana*
Armah, Esther Ayi-Kai*

Arnold, Willie C
Augustine, Christen Renee*
Avela, Sergio*
Awolaja, Samson O’
Babudas, Gokul*
Baker, David A
Banks, Brandon D’Andre*
Banko, Jada Elaine
Barbee, Robert Adam
Barclay, Destiny Shana*
Barrera, Mauricio*
Bartholomew, Caleb Alan
Bassay, Benjamin
Uwakmon
Batiste, Jarel E*
Bee Eyang, Juan Carlos M*
Beharrie, Kerovinny Oshane*
Beharrie, Trevannia A
Bell, Marcus D.
Bellard, Tatiis James*
Bis, Jacob Calvary
Blades, Aziz Qadr*
Bolaji, Oluwadamilol E*
Bolt, Keshawn Cedric*
Bolufemi, Samuel Japhet
Boone, Todd Dion
Bouldin, Jonathan D*
Bowman, Akin C*
Breux, Alegra Elise*
Britt, Edgar M*
Brooks Jr, Nigel Patrick*
Brosette, Kierra B*
Brown, Jontia E*
Brown, Taylor Theresa*
Brown, Alexander Steven
Brown, Isaiah J
Brown, Meshika Anna-Kay
Brown, Toddrick Joseph
Burns, Adam C
Burrows, David M*
Burt, Afton R*
Butler, Kayla Richardson*
Buxton, Natara Atira*
Byrd, Michael D*
Campbell, Heaven Camilla*
Campbell, Loriell Shana*
Canizales, Josue E*
Carnegie, Codi-Anne
Chaddane*
Carter, Autumn J*
Castillo Dione, Kelvin
Basilio*
Castron, Quincy Amilcar
Cham, Bhupendra*
Chendi, Fidelis Nde
Cherif, Yassine Abdelhakim*
Childs, Adrian Dovai*
Clark, Kristin R*
Clark, Randall Leon*
Clay, Johnny
Cloud, Errol B*
Coleman, Jaelyn Cherokee*
Conaway, Chelsea J
Cotton, Carrie
Cooper, Marquise Dailyn*
Cosmas, Chika Praise*
Costa, Carlos Dias*
Cox, Domonique A*

Cridell, Dominic Larson*
Crittenden, Deante C
Cummings, Victoria A*
Dapa, Kouabaneb T.
Hermann
Davis, De Marcus J*
Davis, Lasondra
Dzie, Philippe Loc*
Dinh, Tram Duc Bao
Diop, Makhtar D*
Douglas, Robert Mitchum*
Drake, Colton Thomas
Duclet, Nicole
Ede, Nneka Nwanyi
Edwards, Jourdain D.*
Ekesi, Okwudili U
Ekwere, Emmemubong Victor
Enriquez-Sanchez, Alejandra E
Erskine, Charles K*
Escobar, Guilsle Elizabeth*
Evans, Michelle Antoine
Faisel, Bilal
Fearon, James Robert
Feaster, Michayla Roquell
Finley, Christopher T
Fletcher, Daryn Ayodele*
Flores, Allan J
Ford, Lenora C*
Francisco, Guty Kim*
Garcia, Christopher
Garcia Santos, Jose Luis
Garnier, Myron E*
Garuba, Sumaila Braimah*
Gazaway, DeAndre
Ghazii, Muhammad A
Gibson, David M
Glenn, Isaiah Marquail
Gould, De Rius R*
Gowens, Christopher
Jonathon
Grant, Jared K*
Green, Akeem Okino*
Griggs, Crystal S*
Guillory, Cayla Joy*
Guillory, Mark*
Gutierrez, Ashley*
Gutierrez, Ivan*
Guzman, German Felipe*
Hall, Tanisha Mone*
Harris, Joshua*
Harris, Twuan Lajames
Hastings, Christina I
Heads, Johnny L*
Hebert, Elyse M
Hediya, Seif Serageldin
Hernandez, Antonio I*
Holland, Danielle D*
Hollis, Wade*
Hooey, David J*
Horta, Jonathon G
Hoskins, Kenneth Wayne*
House, Dayunte L*
Hudaybergovana, Zarina*
Hunter, Maya Monique*
Hurd, Javerian Lenell
Hussain, Syed Fazal
Hussain, Waaiz S*
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Grayson, Tyrone Antaisha
Green, Kameron B.
Guidy, Taja Nysha*
Hamilton, Kayceee R
Hammonds, Evan Donte
Hampton, Stephen Norris
Hardin, Shalin Dominique
Harris, Jaylen Kristopher
Harris, Onyae A
Harris, Taylor Denise
Hastings, Ciara I
Hawkins, Iiterrika D
Hawthorne, Rain
Hays, Tyshon Kash
Haynes, Ashley Pachelle*
Hebert, Dominique Deion
Stillm*
Hernandez Ortiz, Jessica
Guadalupe
Hill, Xavier La’Dane*
Hill, Jovan Darnice
Hollan, Janga Monique
Houston, Christopher Leon
Hubbard, Alexandria
Darriael
Ikhalia, Britanny E*
Jackson, Meranda N
James, Kennedi Syncle
Jefferson, Josha J
Jenkins, Brittathny C
Johnson, Kierra R
Johnson, Mariyah Janee*
Johnson, Trenton Llord
Johnson, Jalen R.
Johnson, Je’anne Irene
Johnson, Rachel M
Jones, Brashad LaGregory
Jones, Eleixus Janae*
Jones, Meoni Nicole*
Jones, Latasha Darnae
Jones, Lisa M
Jordan, Kenneth R*
Joseph, Taila T
Kamara, Sarah Ramona
Kelly, Micah Jene
Kerby, Theodora J*
Kizzie, Brandy Lashun*
Knowles, Briana Kei’shay
Lackey, Maria Antoinette*
Lang, Sydney D
Lawrence, Kirayonna
Laski, Deon James*
Lee, Tierrah A*
Leverett, Michaela E*
Lewis, Elysssa A
Lindsey, Gabriele J*
Lockett, Diona Chantell*
Love, Jasmine Elizabeth
Malone, Kierra Jawan
Martin, Chalmette D
Martinez, Gabriela
Mauel, Marsha*
Mays, Keandra*
Mcbride, William*
McClintock, Zedrick Renale*
McCoy, Donovan Kiara*
Mcdonald, Ashunts Sheree
Mcduffie, Shawn A*
Mcfolling, Kaela C
Mcginnis, Braelah Clara
McGrew, Aria Janay
Mcintosh, Tamia M*
Meza, Ramon
Momodu, Diamond M
Moore, Erin Brent*
Moore, Kennida Marketa*
Moore, Ashley N
Moore, Deschume Joseph
Moore, Maurelle A
Moore, Tierra Tischay
Morris, Kayla Zhane*
Mosst, Constance R
Neal, Tamara Lynsey*
Nix, Isaiah
Nobles, Jazymn Denai
Olison, Jazymne Chantel
Oliver, Damonte Laron*
Orpilla, Edrie John Carilo
Owens, Briana Ricquel*
Ozum, Amin
Pearson, Joseph Leroy*
Peavy, Breanna Yevette
Peck, Jeremy Desha
Pelton, Brandon Condron
Pennington, Zora
Phillips, Alana Monique
Pipkin, Willam Antton
Pitre, Terrance R
Plattenburg, Bria J
Porter, Timothy G*
Powell, Dailen Jimond
Powell, Tranyisha
Prade-Renfro, Nikolaos
Darrel*
Punch, Trahara L*
Quick, Destinee D
Quinn, Jicara I*
Quintanilla-Verasammy, Armishi
Ramirez, Guadalupe
Eulogio*
Ramirez, Jesha D
Rasmus, Courtnee Michelle
Rayson, Mashyrah M*
Reescano, Nicholas Eugene*
Reese, Arron*
Rivet, Jhante’ Nichelle
Roberts, Audreanna N
Robertson, Ailendra Denise
Robinson, Alexis Samone*
Robinson, Alexeshechina
Robinson, Tiffany Nakeyah*
Robinson, Ashley Nikile
Robinson, Fabian Tremain
Rodgers, Steeve Raey-Autry
Rodriguez, Gabriel Scott*
Rodriguez, Jessica Nicole*
Rodriguez, Leslie Gisselle*
Rodriguez, Noelia M*
Rodriguez, Lourdes Maritza
Rosales, Vianey
Ross, Kashia L*
Rutledge, Jessilyn Jamesia
Sanders, Quiaje’ Briaun*
Santos, Ashley N
Sauter, Andre’A Kristin
Savage, Kendra Alexandria*
Scott, Icallete*
Scott, Kahlil Lenai
Scott, Zxi’Tai’Sai
Scroggins, Tatiana Alexis
Shannon, Tyler*
Simpson, Acasia K*
Simms, Connie Lynne
Simms, Nolan Hubert
Skannal, K’yanah Michelle
Smith, Caliyah*
Smith, Kevin James*
Smith, Kiera Shauntrelle*
Smith, Daija R
Smith, Shamari N
Sneed, Morgan Brianna
Sneed, Karrington Lacy
Soyoombo, Oluwatani失
Ashley
Stamp, Kendaiajvychelle*
Stelly, Tori R
Stone, Jacobi Salomen
Stricklin, LaVasia Desire*
Sweeney, Desiree N
Sykes, Kiana*
Tarver, Kerianna N*
Taylor, Nykole Kioni
Taylor-Taylor, Jordan K*
Tejan-Gbali, Amillionaire
Ismatu
Terry, Essence V
Thomas, La’Kell M*
Thomas, Mario Keith
Thomas, Amber D
Thomas, Shane L
Tieuel, Chelsea Denise*
Toston, Ashlyn*
Tramble, Tiara D*
Turner, Breama Sharne
Tyler, KeAna Z
Vaughn, Jada Mayowa
Vinson, Edward
Walker, Breama Marie*
Walker, Tiara Tanelle*
Wallace, Davonica
Dominique
Wallace, J D*
Wallace, Te’Lor C*
Warrn, Kiera Alexandria
Warrior, Alaina Lynae*
Washington, Chelsie Inez*
Washington, Earrings B*
Washington, LaPorsha D*
Washington, Natasha L*
Washington, Jasmine Nicole
Wasom, Jalend James
Wells, Joshua Rashad
Wheeler, Vivica Mekhia
Whiting, Lexis N
Williams, Diamonds’ De’Andre*
Williams, Donaille L*
Williams, Jasmine Elise*
Williams, Mokeitha L
Williams, Winston D
Wills, Danielle D*
Wills, Myles C*
Wilson, Olivia Joy
Witherspoon, Amber T*
Wofford, Nyla
Woodard, D’Joilyn Renea*
Woods, Jamia Andrea
Workman, Ka’Dejah
Jonquel*
Wright, Dove M*
Wright, Erik A
Wyatt, Kyler M
Yakubu, Yusuf Oyaio*
Yanez, Luiz Anjel
Young, Kierra Ti’shaa*
Young, Sage L

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Adams, Melissa O
Adebanjo, Obubukola Esther
Adewumi, Adedokun
Andrew*
Adigun, Humanie Tosin*
Agoike, Olade Omotara
Agoro, Oluwasolabomi
Aomola*
Agoze, Zainab Aderinsola
Ajala, Abidoun
Akhile, Maxine O
Alam, Zarrin Shaira*
Alba, Elizabeth Melinda*
Alexander, Alexis Adawn*
Alexander, Chelsea Renee
Ali, Sadiq*
Alien, Janaia Alese
Alien, Taylor Treneica
Anderson, Kiara M
Anderson-Madudeya, Cynthia
Chinenye
Andrew, Mayomi Monsurat*
Anyiie, Pamela Nmilaku*
Arias, Stefanie
Aruke, Chioma Olivia
Arzu, Aliyah L*
Ashaka, Nimota Rotia
Atlee, Chelse C J
Azuike, Alexis*
Bah, Isata
Baker, Brittany E*
Bamidele, Omatoyo D
Banda, Karina
Banks, Kira
Banks, Tumara Denetria*
Barboza, Jacqueline Celeste
Barboza, Griselda
Barimah, Nana Akosua
Serwa
Barrientos, Joceline M*
Beard, Christian Nicole
Benson, Dyna Ozioma
Bennett, Jovan
Beyan, Krubo Vivian
Black, N’Dea Lynette
Boeker, Javarus C*
Boutarfa, Courtney*
Bowers, Obresha N*
Boyde, Adrianne Symone*
Bradley, Tyhrona Lynnea
Branch, Tiara Bresha*
Brazzeal, Erykah Monique
Bronson, Alexia Shannel*
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN SCIENCES
Adams, Leigh Michaela*
Adams, Natalie R
Anderson, Nycole Anne*
Anthis, Rachel Dianna
Attaile, Tawab Elias
Augustus, Ariel A
Bailey, Dalais A*
Barnett, Trayvon Montell*
Benson, Praise Deborah
Blow, Ivori Sheniqua Sha
Boyd, Pariss Aviana
Bradley, Andrew L*
Bray, Theron Anton*
Brown, Sydney R*
Brown, Ryann E
Burns, Cameron Marcus*
Butler, D'Janai LM
Carr, Tianna S
Carter, Brittany R*
Charles, Ronald P*
Christian, Kira Glyn*
Clark, Tremaine Jerjuan
Constable, Brandon
Cooper, Bria Renae
Cortez, Dania Giselle
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Daley, Micheal Sebastian*
Davis, Brianae T*
Davis, Dillan Gee*
Davis, Brienae T*
Daley, Micheal Sabastian*
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Cooper, Bria Renae
Clark, Tremaine Jerjuan
Constable, Brandon
Christopher
Cooper, Bria Renae
Cortez, Dania Giselle
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Daley, Micheal Sebastian*
Davis, Brianae T*
Davis, Dillan Gee*
Davis, Brienae T*
Daley, Micheal Sabastian*
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Cooper, Bria Renae
Clark, Tremaine Jerjuan
Constable, Brandon
Christopher
Cooper, Bria Renae
Cortez, Dania Giselle
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Daley, Micheal Sebastian*
Davis, Brianae T*
Davis, Dillan Gee*
Davis, Brienae T*
Daley, Micheal Sabastian*
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Cooper, Bria Renae
Clark, Tremaine Jerjuan
Constable, Brandon
Christopher
Cooper, Bria Renae
Cortez, Dania Giselle
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena
Daley, Micheal Sebastian*
Davis, Brianae T*
Davis, Dillan Gee*
Davis, Brienae T*
Daley, Micheal Sabastian*
Crenshaw, Shelly Lena

FALL 2017 HONOR ROLL

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Adams, Maya Antoinette*
Adams, Jaimequa
Adams, Tanner Wayne
Adegbindin, Soifat K*
Agboola, Idris O
Alexander, Char'Donnay D'Ann*
Ali, Saahir Amin
Ali, Shahrskah Rahman
Al-Islam, Aliyah Faith*
Allen, Larry Leander*
Allen, Jayla Jenice
Allen, Tornetta B
Alsop, Eric Anthony
Alvarez, Xiomara Abigail
Alvarez, Zoleil Di-Bella
Amaro, Justin
Anderson, Cobey K*
Anderson, Francesca Von
Anderson, Joshua chesaray
Andrade, Alexia Marie
Anugwom, Charles I*
Arboleda, Ency Alexander
Arceneaux, Alyssa Beulah*
Arps, Narrissa Nicole
Arterberry, Maurice Duval*
Ashley, Coneacia Donee*
Bacy, Keymon Emil
Bailey, Shadana M
Bain, Carlano Akeem
Baker, Kierra Marsh*A
Baker, Taylore Alison
Ball, Jade Ayana
Ballard, Asiah J*
Barton, Dominique La Rue*
Basquien, Angelique Briana
Bates, David D'Andre
Battle, Tatiana M
Beach, Jorai Darius*
Beamon, Taylor A*
Bechtluft Cardoso, Matheus B
Bedford, James Dewaneye*
Bell, Tekhrya*
Bellard, Kennedy Elyse*
Benefield, John Rei
Benjamin, Kyra B*
Bennett, Amaris Basia
Berry, Brianna Danielle
Betts, Aijalon Shantavia
Bienemy, Tarielle A
Birch, Sydni Nicole
Bishop, Kolab A
Black, Aladiana B*
Black, Wesley Christopher
Blackwell, Meagan Marie
Blair, Naillah Felice
Blaylock, Raven Alyce
Blom, Kirkha Evette
Bob, Ememobong Okon
Bob, Enobong Okon
Bolano, Daniel A
Bowman, Kobi A
Brady, Jamaeshia Keisha*
Bray, Ke'Undra D'Shae
Briscoe, Hali Amber
Brooks, Isha Danielle
Brown, Aubrey Simmone*
Brown, Madeline Selena
Backgmond, Kye J
Bryant, Jaylin K*
Bryant, Ervin A
Buckley, Tyra Charmaine
Budwine, Kirsten L
Buggs, Briana Janay*
Burton, Joi Christina*
Bush, Leonardo D
Byrd, Jacqueline E*
Caldwell, Aakilah N*
Calvillo Conejo, Viridiana
Carey, Taylor Symone*
Carroll, Raven Gall
Carter, Miya*
Carter, Myles Lvautey*
Casarez, Damarius Issiah
Cashmere, Andre
Chatman, Kristopher Michael
Chretien, Carkeya Raishuna
Clark, Vincene T*
Clark, Zera Z
Clark, Anitra Belle
Collins, Alexandria Akaye*
Collins, Deon Joseph*
Collins, Christina E
Collins, Zachary
Conner, Willie
Contreras, Gage Armando
Cook, Eternity Monae*
Cooper, Brittany V
Cooper, Daazha N
Cooper, Lyle Johnson
Cornellius, Jessamine M.*
Cottingham, Daric Lamar*
Cotton, Allyson L
Cowley, Seth Tanner*
Cowley, Indigo J
Crabtree, Mya C*
Craig, Michael Thomas
Crenshaw, Alyssa Lynette
Cromer, Alexandra
Mackenzie
Crowder, Brooklyn F
Cruz, Brian Jose
Crux-Garcia, Leann N
Cuadros, Andres
Cummins, Chanin Haley
Curry, Aleah Lenae*
Daniel, Regina Vashiti
Davie, Kimberly Anne
Davis, Chrineisha B
Davis, Jada Adrienne
Davis, Lexus N*
Davis, Andre Ramel
Davis, Denee Lee
Davis, Imori Onise
Dean, Alicia Elaina
Deanda, Khalii R*
Dear, Xiamoria M*
Deaver, Shawanna
Wannette*
Declouet-Robbins, Tylseua Danita*
Demerville, Rachel Tamesha*
Dewalt, Tiara A
Diribe, Chiborzam
Dossey, Mya Jazzlyn
Douglas, Deon Joseph*
Douglas, Leahn Ann
Dove, Alexis Breena
Drake, Kenya Rochelle*
Dunaway, Dominique D
Duplechan, Nadia T*
Eady, Lorenzo
Easter, Jihan
Ede, Amarachi Adora
Edwards, Rasheeda
Massilanye*
Edwards, Kevin
Edwards, Moriah Louquasha
Edwards, Tierra Chereyse
Ellis, Briania D*
Enyinnia, Diamond Oluchi*
Epting, Jaide Marie*
Erybsn, Cassandra Lynnette
Etheridge, Bobby Joe
Eusery, Brittany M
Evans, Kjihla Teshire*
Fadipe, Ifeoluwa Favour
Farley, Christian Andre
Farmer, Alexandre Brenna
Fattani, Sahar B
Ferguson, Chantelle Alazae Yvet
Fields, Kayasia Symone*
Fields, Chastity Jernae
Fields, Terrie J
Fillmore, Makayla J*
Fitts, Lechae M*
Folks, Ashira*
Ford, Morgan H
Foster, Justin Terelle*
Foster, Jordan D
Fox, Morgan Renee
Franklin, Laquisha L*
Franklin, Kadejah M
Franklin, Ryan S
Freeman, Keyara A
Futrell, Austin Emery Lewis
Gaines, Kortnee Danay*
Gallego, Mesha*
Garcia, Monique Michel* Gardner, Miracle Lakayla*
Garrett, Breah Alexis
Garrett, Mariah Genevieve
Gaskin, Alanna N
Gatt, Myasia E*
Gibson, Ayronne Ka'Myah
Gilbert, Ravyn Alexis
Gilmore, Davanne L
Gipson, Imari I*
Gipson, James De'Shon
Givens, Bryanna J*
Gonzalez, Alida Alicia
Goode, Brannon F
Gooden, Jordan Re'Mon
Goodman, Jaylon B
Goodwin, Alexander I
Goodwin, Dalesha Leshae
Gore, Sydney Lee
Govan, LaDerica La Sha
Gowens, Alexa Diane
Granston, Desteni Devere
Graves, Calise Y
Grantsman, Yvett Rainell*
Gray, Phoenix*
Green, Ezell*
Green, Jordan A*
Green, Raymond L*
Green, Robyn A
Green, Terri I
Gregory, Shimmere M
Gudiry, Taja Nyesha
Hall, Artavia S*
Hall, De'Quadrudious Dayion*
Hall, Ondrea Micharea*
Hall, Rajon E*
Hall, Toni Michelle*
Halsey, Aaron J
Hamilton, Carlissia
Harbour, Chantel Renea*
Harris, Jasmine Deshea*
Harris, Irie O
Harris, Jamye Bre'Shan
Harris, Ki'Aan Ti'Na
Harris, Nyiah Markell
Harris, Wendell James
Lemite
Hart, Erica Lasheay*
Harvel, Lamiyjah Pearlinia*
Harvey, Danessa Shaleise*
Haskin, Jared Londell*
Hassan, Dahaba Warsame*
Haven, Erin N
Hawkins, Laquisha Denise*
Hayden, Jessica C*
Hayes, Aje'e Aree*
Hayes, Dajahnah B
Hayes, Tyler Kevin
Haynes, Cian Tatyana*
Hayslet, Kanaya Antoencia
Hayward, Nigel Monroe*
Henry, Jarrod B*
Henry, Joseph Bernard*
Hernandez, Aimee Morales*
Hernandez, Emilio I
Hernandez, Nina Anne
Hidalgo, Christiane Caberto*
Higuera, Justin Lucas*
Hill, Jakerra D*
Hill, Ki'orrah Patricia*
Hill, Bayli T
Hillmon, Sherriana
Danchanel*
Hobb's, Jasmine Flora
Hofffield, Elijah Immanuel
Holmes, Brittany M
Hod, Destiny Monet
Howard, Jamariya Annedell*
Howard, Kenedadee Marie
Hubbard, Malik M
Hudson, Teshay R*
Hughes, Morgan A
Hunde, Gedion G*
Hussein, Patula A
Huyhn, Thao Ngoc*
Idlebird, Tierra S
Ighofose, Onoriode Pauline
Iniguez, Jacob*
Isikwe, Chibuzo Joseph*
Jackson, Asja Rhneea
Everee*
Jackson, Janna Klynn Ruth
Jackson, Kendarius
grasshaun*
Jackson, Nathan Marquise*
Jackson, Shaba Shalom
James, Taylor A
Jersey, Dominique S
Jenkins, Latashya Nickol*
Jennings, Jeuan Conrad
Jimenez, Erica Ann
Johns, Catherine Lasha*
Johnson, Brianda
Coreyianne*
Johnson, Carl Anthony*
Johnson, Jayde Champaigne
Johnson, Joshua D*
Johnson, Keoshia Shayia*
Johnson, Lamontra N
Johnson, Merrande*
Johnson, Paloma V
Johnson, Payton A*
Johnson, Sydni E*
Johnson, Tre' B*
Johnson, Jasmin Monai
Johnson, Joshua Paul
Johnson, LaMarcus K
Johnson, Shelby Victoria
Jones, Ewa Marie*
Jones, Ryessa S*
Jones, Tahija Jainea*
Jones, Taylor L*
Jones, Tek'a Sheri-Alice*
Jones, Alexis M
Johnson, Dallele R
Johnson, Jared Bryan
Jones, Jeromes Devonte'
Jones, Khorri J
Jordan, Jermaineica K
Josato, Myles Julian
Joseph, Marshall D*
Jubert-Bacon, Kian Inez*
Kearse, Cody Barnwell
Keaton, Kaelynn Alteresa
Kellum, Sherieka Shadae*
Kellum-Roberson, Hailona D
Kim, Jennifer H
King, Tahtiana Brena*
King, Detrevoir Vantroy
Kirkendoll, Joshua Robert
Kurven, Keshawn L
Knight, Re Chase*
Kirkland, Khaliah Le'Shae
Kwayie-Kyem, Nana O
Landry, Jazmine D*
Lane, Alecia L*
Lang, Jennifer B
Larochie, Jasmine Beverly*
Lee, Carrington W*
Lee, Laquisha Faye*
Lee, Joniesha Jodi*
Lee, Thomas Jamerieck*
Lowe-Fowler, Jameisha L*
Legall, Andrew Alexander
Lemon, Olivia Lariajaa*
Lewis, Brashani Shunneal*
Lewis, Tael Tamrrin*
Lewis, Brea M
Liddy, Connor William
Linder, Daniel E*
Lister, Taylor Raenelle*
Livingston, Ebony Simone*
Long, Chonique*
Lopez, Jennifer*
Love, Achaia C*
Love, Kasandra Maree
Loveless, Gerald Edward
Lovell, Sydney Michelle*
Loven, Ashley Diane*
Lowe, Aerial D*
Lucas, Kimberly Guadalupe*
Lyles, Kendall Scott
Macdonald, Tiffany S
Mack, Krishauna B*
Mack, Alexis P
Mackey, Olivia Temitope*
Madison, Jerome Edward
Madlock, Benjamin
Da'Royce
Maina, Ian Mwngai*
Malcolm, Danisha Ann*
Maleki, Yaseen
Mangum, Z'Nae Michelle*
Marks, Samone P*
Marsh, Kayla C*
Marshall, Morgan Simone
Martinez, Adriana Daniella
Martinez, Joshua Alberto
Martinez, Larissa
Mass, Nacariam Nichole*
Matthews, Mya C*
Matthews, Sonserae Armani*
Maurice, Mark Amir
Maxwell, Timara Antoinette
Mbonu, Nkemdi Frances* Mccbride, Jakarta M*
Mccowin, Taylor T
McCoy, Zakiyah Ahjorie*
McCoy, Lance Alexander
McCullough, Joycylinn L
McCurdy, Sha'Aela Monae*
Mccuren, Nyia Simone*
McKinzie, Satiyah Leandrea
McCarty, Chandelynn
Mclaurie
A"
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Grant, Cameron Leandra*

Green, Adrianne Denae*
Green, Shamara Elise
Guzien, Keaija I
Gustave, Widna C
Hadebe, Happiness Lungile
Hall, Isiah Keshon
Ham, Tristan Blayne
Hamilton, Madison Rose
Hankton, Amiri I
Hardt, Jerson Jesus
Hardt, Lorenzo
Harper, James O'Shae
Harris, Jaysmene Eunique
Harris, Taylor J
Harris, Michelle L
Harris, Ragiana Alexandria
Haynes, Danielle Elaine
Heath, Imani Shanae-Marie
Hector-Wyatt, Aniyah
Mesthae
Hegwood, Shawn Elliott
Henderson, Rachel N
Henderson, Kentoria L
Henderson, Ventricula
Nashae
Henry, Corey Ambrose
Henry, LaMi Chante
Henry, Mariyah D
Hensch, Cali Jordan L
Henderson, Laurissa I
Hernandez, Daniel
Hicks, Eryn C
Hill, Antoine Andre
Hill, Ayanna R*
Hillard, Alayna Renee*
Hines, Justice A
Hodges, Khelsie Latarri
Holmes-Simmons, Asia I
Holt-Washington, Sydney
Pierre*
Hoolihan, Owen Benedict*
Howard, Jamarcus Braylon*
Howard, Kamariyana Da'Veronica*
Howell, Deja D
Hubbard, Genera Gevon
Hubert, Kierra Shardae*
Hudson, Casey D*
Hughes, Jakirria L*
Hughes, Presshelle M*
Hunt, Acacia Nicole*
Hunter, Keona Denise
Hurd, Kierrah Raegene*
Ieans, Kearra Darrelle
Interiano, Joselin B
Ister, Makala Dyonne
Ismail, Grace Mussa
Jackson, Jecenia Monique
Jackson, Camirey A
Jackson, Courtnei D
Jackson, Dazha' Z
Jacob, Ryane*
Jacobs, Tenille Charnay
Jacquet, Leslie Janay*
James, Amanda J
Jamison, Corbin D
Jarvis, Ke'Arica Niche*
Jelks, Kameren Marquis*
Jenkins, Kayla D*
Jenkins, Terrrel
Jennings, Aumoni K*
Jiles, Jessika Taylor
Johnson, Eve Candise
Johnson, Gene' Areyel
Johnson, Mia Rose
Johnson, Nicole Janay
Johnson, Raleigh D
Johnson, Briondra R
Johnson, Ebbonny
Bre'Yanna
Johnson, Jordan A
Johnson, Sabrina N
Johnson, Tatierra Ronnae
Johnson, Willesha Bryana
Jones, Alantis Os'Ayana'
Jones, Alyssa N*
Jones, Jazmoni*
Jones, Jonee Archelle
Jones, Jamelton Erin
Jones, Kenneth Ray
Jones, Leonrice
Jones, Lashanique Nicole
Jordan, LaDarius D
Joseph, Caliynn V
Joseph, Jordan P
Josue, Mary Jean Soriano
Joubert, Tanyelle J
Kelley, Cameron M*
Kemp, Alacha Nekel
Keno, Demetris E*
Kerr, Dationna Latrice*
Kincade, Dar Da'Shey
Kuykendall, Quaia Lechet
Lacy, Desiree Monique*
Lagarre, Syntyche
Wagnica*
Larks, Pardes Briyah
Lawson, Pamela L
Lee, Amari Aquilla Imani*
Lee, Jada Renee
Leger, Meagen Sharday*
Leno, Decedric*
Lester, Aaliyah Cherelle*
Lewis, Ariel Jasmine*
Lewis, Jahain Shaquille
Lockett, Arthur Marquies*
Lopez, Kristen
Love, Angel Deann
Loville, Rayne Avery
Lucas, Lamonica E*
Lundy, Taylor Je'Karol
Mack, Tiara Ashley
Madox, Khloe M
Malone, Ka'Lenn Candiiss*
Manigo, Obadiah Mohiek
Mann, Tiara R
Maples, Paityon A*
Marine, Rameshson N*
Martin, Lafourn R*
Martinez, Samantha N
Massington, Kesinhuda N*
Matthews, Xavier*
Maybin, Maya A
Mayes, Karras B*
Mayo, Rabian Shurrod
Mays, Vivian Ernestine
Mb, Bradley Atem Enow*
McClellan, Ashlee Nikole
Mcculloch, Tamara*
McDonald, Tierra F
Mcege, Jazzyn*
Mcmurray, Aniya S*
McNealy, Ronica Denise
McNeil, Darren Keon
Men, Ma' Robin Leshay
Miles, Brysha Alesxus
Miller, Danejahh Genoa*
Miller, Ishanda Shavon
Mitchell, Ayala D*
Mitchell, De'Jannae Ramone*
Mitchell, Amber M
Monroe, Krystle Lee*
Moore, De'Jhon Lakeith*
Moore, Tefkylia Nicole*
Morton-Wade, Sydni L*
Moses, Ebony Channel
Mosley, Kelci Chardae*
Mosley, Lakeydra
Mote, L'Daija D*
Moulton, Cliff R*
Moulton, Gregory Seford
Moulton, Juliah A
Murphy, Monisha Rene
Murrell, Blayr Symone*
Nash, Destiny Adrianna
Navarro, Zariyah R
Nealy, Laneike Katrece*
Neloms, Shafeique Devon*
Neler, Taelor J'Nae*
Newman-Wellor, Dominique J*
Nguyen, Amy N
Nicholson, Shayln Marquel
Nix, Isaac
Njijnjoh, Nadia P
Noel, Chene A
Norwood, Kathryn L*
Norwood, Taia N*
Nyofo, Taraja J
Ofodile, Paige Ozioma*
Oliver, Caylan D*
O'Neal, Kierra Je'Nea
O'Neal, Taylor
Osemwegie, Mary
Owenbiugie*
Osman, Saeyd Mounir*
Owens, Jakobe O
Oyetuje, Michelle
Palm, Natalie Cymone*
Parker, Raven T*
Patterson, Brittni R*
Patterson, Michael
Dashaun*
Payne, Jaida J*
Penniman, Jordon Louise*
Penso, Christopher L*
Perales, Chelsea Nichole
Perez, Vanessa Maricela*
Perry, Jasmine Nicole*
Pipkins, Kaila L
Porch, Cashondra M
Potts, William Basiel
Powell, Edaja L
Prejean, Danielle M*
Prestley, Jaisha Renee
Price, Gabriel William*
Pritchett, Samuel J*
Pruit, Nichole Lashae*
Quirino, Saul*
Randall, Kelly L*
Randle, Ashley J
Randie, Dana L
Ravin, Ashantie A
Redd, Frances Diane
Reed, Taylor Janay
Renchie, Lachelie J
Re, Jermeic'a Denise
Reyes, Marisol*
Reynolds, Terrance Terrell*
Rhodes, Constance B*
Ricks, Kristina Marie*
Riser, Nina*
Riser, Daishanae S
Roberson, Denese Rachelle*
Roberts, Brittni Nichelle
Robinson, Shawanda P
Rogers, Hunsjiyana Zina*
Rosaes, Alondra
Ross, Shakeya
Roy, Ebony C
Sallier, Brittany Nicole*
Samuel, Justin Tremaye
Sanders, Tiarra A*
Sanders, Toni Adellia*
Sanford-Tolden, Malikka
Arnae
Saxton, Halle
Scineaux, Brittany Alisea*
Scott, Deshay Mounique*
Sceureau, Zachary I
Senegal, Dominique Symone*
Shamlin, Kellianni Carthtese*
Shaw, Ashtun Gabrielle*
Shepherd, Ashley Y*
Silas, Dominique Lashai
Simmons, Tyrese Rasean*
Simmons, Joshua Carlin
Simoneaux, Janae*
Sims, Keyona S*
Singh, Anisha R*
Singleton, Allen Joseph
Singleton, Wayne Louis
Sloan, Mya A
Smith, Antonette Jodi*
Smith, Cameron Jermaine*
Smith, Chasity Norvella
Smith, Deshundra Shane*
Smith, Jordan Alyssa*
Smith, Keiisha Lacoile*
Smith, Roderick Deon*
Smith, Tabitha Lorriane
Sparks, Kaylin Derrick
Spencer, London Marie*
Stain Rod, Br nettine Tonic*
Stanley, Deanna Mone
Starr, Austin
Stearn, Jordan A
Steele, Xiana Leshae*
Stewart, Tony A*
Stokes-Hull, Tanisha Irene*
Straughter, Dazhanique
Tahae*
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Williams, Takara Blair
Williams, Therez Nicole
Wilwright, Brizion
Wilson, Desiree N
Wilson, Jasmine Krystall
Wilson, Kori Jallyn
Wilson, Billy Wayne
Wilson, Wesley
Wofford, Mia Dshea
Wrighter, Jadecia D
Yarbrough, Xaviert Michael
York, Charmaine M
Yost, Mayte Carolyn
Youg, Tierra K
Zelaya, Jackie L

Williams, Aikah M
Struggs, Tiffany R
Taboada, Jose Guadalupe
Talton, Kristin Lynn
Tanner, Aleah
Taylor, Iya Brenee
Tchami Kezeta, Junori K
Thomas, Brandon Scott
Thomas, Brenna R
Thomas, Brittany Yvette
Thomas, Kadondra Rae
Thomas, Maneece D
Thomas, Byron Nelson
Thomas, Demarco Antonio
Thomas, Shametria Nicole
Thompson, Sharde Unique

Tilton, Tya A
Toliver, Raeneisha N
Tomas, Maria Lizbeth
Tribble, Adrenne N
Tucker, Dawnyah Jordan
Tutter, Emeral Janae
Turb, Jasmine J
Turner, Keionna Tierra
Turner, Raven N
Turner, Shameisha S
Van Dyke, Thomas Clifton
Vargas, Danielle Marie
Vega, Randy Jay
Venegas, Eddieberto

Walker, Jamesse
Ward, Brittany Keaira
Ward, Donall
Ward, Jamie Nicole
Ward, Kalyyn Jordan
Ward-Flowers, Kylar
Ward, Brittany Keiara
Ward, Demarco Antonio

Ward, Ryan
Ward-Flowers, Kylar
Washington, Jakawnani
Watson, Alex C
Watson, Barbee Robert Adam
Watson, Yhana Desha"
Wesley, Br'yanne Australie
Wesley, Brittnay Alysse
West, Taylor Nicole
Westbrook, Jasmine Monali
Westbrook, Briana C
White, Aleah Danielle
Whitaker, Maya
Whitfield, Jeremy Juwan
Whitfield, Tobias
Wiggins, Jai'La Nichelle
Wiley, Hope Che'Valia
Wilkinson, Summer J
Wilkinson, Chad
Wilkinson, Alisa N
Williams, Camron Dshon
Williams, Mikayla Sharee
Williams, Zanisha D
Williams, Denee
Williams, Lauren Mone'T
Williams, Lindsey Nicole
Williams, Miakeala Kornise
Williams, Raigain S

Williams, Barbee, Robert Adam
Williams, Barnes, John C
Williams, Darien J
Williams, Deshields, Alexander N
Williams, Diage, Aminata
Williams, Dillard, Jarvon
Williams, Eric
Williams, Faison, Aniya A
Williams, Fields, Alexandra Michael
Williams, Finley, Christopher T
Williams, Finley, Dominique D
Williams, Foreman, Kreshaun M
Williams, Foster, Kelvin D
Williams, Fowler, Nicholas J
Williams, Fulton, Jeremy Jerrod
Williams, Fwamba, Rody Kayaya
Williams, Garcia, Christopher
Williams, Garrett, Myron E
Williams, Gazaway, De'Andre
Williams, Gibson, David M
Williams, Gowens, Christopher
Williams, Green, Marshall
Williams, Griggs, Crystal S
Williams, Guerrero, Moises
Williams, Gutierrez, Ashley
Williams, Gutierrez, Ivan
Williams, Hall, Desmond Cordell
Williams, Hall, Marion Lawrence
Williams, Hansen, Khalil
Williams, Harris, Kiana Lauren
Williams, Hebert, Elyse M
Williams, Heidya, Self Serageldin
Williams, Henson, Eboni Janae
Williams, Henderson, Raphael M
Williams, Hernandez, Antonio I
Williams, Hines, Paige E
Williams, Holli, Wade
Williams, Hood, Juan Tashund
Williams, Hopkins, Jeremy DeShawn
Williams, Horton, Jonathon G
Williams, Hossain, Muhammad Fayyaz
Williams, Hunter, Omar Tyrese
Williams, Hunter, Brandon K
Williams, Hussein, Kowther A
Williams, Hussein, Muhammad Saqer
Williams, Inman, Katelyn R
Williams, Inyang, Rotimi Michael
Williams, Irirhi, EmudiajI
Williams, Ivone, Gladden Pipeloluwa
Williams, Jackson, Bryan Alexis
Williams, Jackson, De'John L
Williams, Jackson, Endiya Ilna
Williams, Jackson, Julian Miles
Williams, Jackson, Jaron Demario
Williams, Jackson, Jereon Dawson
Williams, Jackson, Joshua
Williams, James, Menelik T
Williams, Jefferson, Jaycelyn Ailayah
Williams, Jenkins, Jawon M
Williams, Jenkins, Zalayna Antonio
Williams, Jensen, Kimberlee Rose
Williams, John, Oluseun Imoayo
Williams, Johnson, Jara Brittany
Williams, Johnson, Joshua T
Williams, Johnson, Mercedes Jean
Williams, Johnson, Nicole Elizabeth
Williams, Johnson, Tomishina Deshon
Williams, Johnson, Avery K
Williams, Johnson, Chloe S
Williams, Jones, Cleveland Leon
Williams, Jones, India Marsha
Williams, Jones, Rodney W
Williams, Jones, Ravez Markesio
Williams, Jordan, Walter M
Williams, Joubert, Jordan
Williams, Justuliano, Luis Carlos
Williams, Kabore, Assami
Williams, Kadri, Habibat Titilope
Williams, Kan, Rohit Bhalchandra
Williams, Karanja, Mary Wairimu
Williams, Kathir, Abirame Sundre
Williams, Kellum, Charles Edward
Williams, Kelly, Jacob M
Williams, Keys, Hypatia Rae
Williams, Khamenesouk, Phoaphaneth
Williams, Khan, Haris
Williams, Khan, Mohammad A
Williams, Khiali, Taki-Edwinn Omar
Williams, King, Jordan D
Williams, Kpangni, Yannick
Williams, Kuhlman, Zane Adam
Williams, Midas
Williams, Lambert, Tamuno-Miebi
Williams, Lavan, Joseph
Williams, Lavernge, Cameron S
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Abdoulle, Mouwul A
Abdulwahab, Abdulwahab H
Abdulwahab, Karimat
Adams, Alexis Paige
Adams, Ryan Tyler
Adams, Isaiah J
Addison-Turner, Devan C
Addeyo, Keyla Emwulo I
Adeshina, Waheed Ogbugade
Adeyemi, Tope Saheed
Adjibi, Jose Luis Ondo Mba
Aflolabi, Olumide Isola
Agbaeje, Lasbat Olamide
Agymen, David Ebenezer
Ajiayi, Olawuseye
Akou, Angelica Chimna
Al Hasan, Saad Mahmood
Alexander, Bethany Janeise
Alfordo, Joseph Juan
Ali, Sarfaraz Latif
Allen, Isaiah Christian
Allen, Jawonte Milshaw
Allen, Devyn Isaiah
Asup, Damon Lynn
Aly, Arn Khalid
Amusat, Michael Okhae
Amy-Penney, Destiny J
Animashaun, Raffia Kemi
AnyaeGBu, Ozoemena Chika
Arceneaux, Deron Rashad
Argumedo, Adriana
Asibor, Anoter K
Atwood, Aric S
Augustine, Christen Renee
Avalos, Jeffrey Alexander
Avery, Rashuan Khalid
Ayeni, Oseiyi Chiidra
Babudaxa, Gokul
Baker, Jamel Mark
Baker, David A
Banks, Brandon D'Andre
Banks, Brianca Danielle
Banks, Jada Elaine

Banks, Jimmarcus Deon
Barbee, Robert Adam
Bar, Barnes, John C
Barnett, Matthew L
Bassett, Benjamin
Uwakfon
Beharie, Trevanne A
Bellard, Tatius James
Bellingar, Valleyen Janai
Benn, Christian D
Bennett, Ulises Santiago
Bernard, Abeshai Remmy
Berrios, Marvin Ovidio
Blades, Aziz Qadr
Blaylock, Stefan Tyler
Blewett, Derek Kyle
Blond, Brandon D
Bola-Raji, Oluwayemi D E
Bolufemi, Samuel Japhet
Bouldin, Jonathan D
Bowie, Shemeca Rochell
Bowman, Akin C
Bowman, Akin
Brim, J Son C
Britten, Edgar M
Brooks, Davanta M
Brooks, Christian Lee
Brooks Jr, Nigel Patrick
Brown, Isaiah J
Brown, Alexander Steven
Brown, Emma Catherine
Brumfield, George Lawrence
Burks, Donovan Robert
Burns, Adam C
Butler, Tyrek De'Jon Phillip
Butler, Kayla Richarda
Buxton, Natara Atira
Canizales, Jose E
Cardoso, George
Carnegie, Codi-Anne
Chaddane
Carranza, Renee Iliana
Carroll, Bentia Vien R
Carruthers, Floyd Eugene
Carson, Asher C
Castillo, Sergio
Castillo Dione, Kelvin
Basilio
Caston, Quinny Amilcar
Chandler, Bobby C
Chendi, Fidelis Nde
Chenevert, Mayon Devlin
Cifuentes, Ximena Andrea
Clark, Camryn J
Clark, Kristin R
Coleman, Jade A
Conaway, Chelsea J
Conton, Carrie
Costa, Cosma Praise
Costa, Carlos Dias
Cox, Dominique A
Cridell, Dominic Larson
Crittenden, Deante C
Dabire, Rodrigue Ange
Diongolo
Daniels, Jeremy A
Danjuma, Paul Keuta

Dapa, Kouabanan T
Herrmann
Davis, Jacob
Davis, Morgan J
Davis, Mark Lindell
Deshields, Alexander N
Diagne, Aminata
Dickens, Austin Amechi
Dillard, Jarvon Dntrae
Din, Ttram Duc Bao
Diop, Ansaarullah Rasul
Diop, Makhtar D
Douglas, Robert Mitchum
Doukoure, Foungbe
Drain, Kevin F
Drake, Colton Thomas
Duclet, Nicole
Duperre, Maia Elise
Ede, Nneka Nwanyi
Edwards, Donnie L
Effiong, Precious Michael
Effiong, Unyime M
Ejim, Chiebiuka Victor
Eldow, Monieb M
Emedo, Ojevwe Sarah
Eno-Ibanga, Edidiong Eric
Enriquez-Sanchez, Alejandra E
Epam Ona, Marcelo
Erskine, Charles K
Escobar, Guiltz Elisez
Estrada Guerra, Beatriz
Yuillet
Facion, Aniya A
Fucardo, Rodolfo
Falls, Hannah Brischia
Fearon, James Robert
Feaster, Michayla Roquell
Feld, Amber Simone
Fernandez Alfaro, Carlos
Denny
Fields, Alexandra Michael
Finley, Christopher T
Flegance, Daylon Javon
Foley, Dominique D
Foreman, Kreshaun M
Foster, Kelvin D
Fowler, Nicholas J
Fulton, Jeremy Jerrod
Fwamba, Rody Kayaya
Garcia, Christopher
Garner, Myron E
Gazaway, De'Andre
Gibson, David M
Gowens, Christopher
Jonthon
Green, Marshall
Griggs, Crystal S
Guerrero, Moises
Gutierrez, Ashley
Gutierrez, Ivan
Hall, Desmond Cordell
Hall, Marion Lawrence
Ham, Jovante Lenard
Hamilton, Zachary James
Hanson, Khalil
Harris, Kiana Loretta
Hebert, Elyse M
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Gonzalez, Mayda Alejandra
Grant, Chantillya Y
Grant, Claudia Thalia
Graves, Nickaya M*
Graves, Kayla M
Grays, Brianna Leigh
Grayson, Tyronai Dantasha* Green, Kameron B.*
Grogan, Alyssse Monae
Guidry, Makenna S*
Harris, Jaylen Kristopher* Harrison, Kena D* Harrison, Monica
Hawkins, Jynesis M Hawthorne, Raiven
Shai'Lyrice* Hayden, Mykeme Antjuan Hernandez Ortiz, Jessica Guadalupe
Herron, Chelsea L*
Hester, Shaniqua Shana* Hicks, Kendra Mioeatch Hinton, Dustinsha De Chelle Holder, Kellie A* Holland, Janga Monique* Holland, Raigan J* Hubbard, Alexandra Darraiel*
Arrington, Chase Hunter Asieduwaa, Diana Atonye, Marvin Atlee, Chelsie’ J Atolagbe, Adebola NImotallah* Azuiki, Alexis Bacon, Michelle Lanette* Badia, Domiana Melosa* Bailey, Kayla Marie* Baldwin, Gerrod E’ Bamidele, Omotayo D Barboza, Jacquelyn Celeste* Barboza, Griselda
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HONOR SOCIETIES

UNIVERSITY-WIDE
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Ms. Kimberly Gay

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN SCIENCES
Kappa Omicron Nu Human and Related Sciences Dr. Sharon McWhinney

MARVIN D. AND JUNE SAMUEL BRAILSFORD COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Beta Beta Beta Biology Dr. Quincy C. Moore III
Lambda Pi Eta Communication Dr. Derek Blackwell
Phi Alpha Theta History Dr. Ronald E. Goodwin
Pi Mu Epsilon Mathematics Dr. Manouchehr Misaghian
Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Mr. Stephen Huss
Alpha Delta Mu Social Work Dr. Felix O. Chima
Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology Dr. Felix O. Chima

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Beta Alpha Psi Accounting, Finance and Management Information Systems Ms. Susan Minton
Beta Gama Sigma Business Ms. Carolyn Davis

WHITLOWE R. GREEN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Kappa Delta Pi Education Dr. Clarissa Booker
Eta Sigma Gamma Health Dr. Angela Branch-Vital and Dr. Jasmine Opusunju
Phi Epsilon Kappa Kinesiology and Health Dr. Angela Branch-Vital

ROY G. PERRY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Omega Chi Epsilon Chemical Engineering Dr. Sheena M. Reeves
Tau Beta Pi Engineering Dr. Annamalai Annamalai
Pi Tau Sigma Mechanical Engineering Dr. Rambod Rayegan

COLLEGE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND PSYCHOLOGY
Alpha Phi Sigma Criminal Justice Dr. Camille Gibson
Psi Chi Psychology Dr. Peter Metofe

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Ms. Antonea’ Jackson

PVAMU Recognized, Registered Honor Societies
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2018 CONVOCATION COMMITTEE

Dr. Betty N. Adams, Chair

Ms. Willa Ashe  Mr. Quinn Jenkins
Mr. John Briscoe  Ms. Candace Johnson
Dr. Keshea Britton  Dr. Debbie Jones
Dr. Geneva Caldwell  Ms. Margie Landson
Ms. Carol Campbell  Mr. Jonathan McKissack
Dr. Pamela Cormier  Dr. Wynetta McMullin
Dr. Michelle DeBose  Ms. Wylene Miles
Ms. Deborah Dungey  Dr. James M. Palmer
Ms. Crystal Edwards  Ms. Jourdan B. Scruggs
Dr. Lakeshur Green  Ms. Marchita Shilo
Ms. Lois Lusk Hale  Ms. Shahla Wahid
Dr. Sharisse Hebert  Dr. Philisie Washington
Ms. Antonea' Jackson  Dr. James A. Wilson, Jr.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

B.L.A.C.K.
Blank Canvas Graphic Design
C&E Specialties
Center for Instructional Innovation and Technology Services
Marfield Corporate Stationery
Metoyer-Roy Printing, Ltd.
Purple Jackets
Sign Shares, Inc.
Sodexo Dining Services
SSC
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS

Ruth J. Simmons
President

Dr. James M. Palmer
Interim Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. Corey S. Bradford, Sr.
Senior Vice President for Business Affairs

Dr. Lauretta F. Byars
Vice President for Student Affairs and University Advancement

Ms. Carme Williams
Vice President for Development

Dr. Cajetan Akujuobi
Vice President for Research, Innovation, and Sponsored Programs

Mr. Fred E. Washington
Vice President for Auxiliary Services

Dr. Michael L. McFrazier
Vice President for Administration

Mr. Ashley Robinson
Vice President and Director of Athletics

Ms. Yolanda Bevill
Assistant to the President and Chief of Staff

Dr. Ali Fares
Interim Dean and Director, College of Agriculture and Human Sciences

Dr. Ikhlas Sabouni
Dean, School of Architecture

Dr. Danny R. Kelly
Dean, Marvin D. and June Samuel Brailsford College of Arts and Sciences

Dr. Munir Quddus
Dean, College of Business

Dr. Phyliss Metcalf-Turner
Dean, Whitlowe R. Green College of Education

Dr. Shield B. Lin
Interim Dean, Roy G. Perry College of Engineering

Dr. Tamara L. Brown
Dean, College of Juvenile Justice and Psychology

Dr. Betty N. Adams
Dean, College of Nursing

Dr. Carmen R. Carter
Acting Dean, Graduate Studies
Dear Prairie View

Dear Prairie View, our song to thee we raise
In gratitude, we sing our hymn of praise,
For mem'ries dear, for friends and recollections,
For lessons learned while here we’ve lived with thee,
For these we pledge our hearts full of devotion,
To serve thee now, and through eternity.

As days go by, our hearts will not grow cold,
We’ll love thy purple royal and thy gold,
We’ll through our lives exemplify thy teachings,
We’ll always strive a blessing to be.
Thy children we our love and pride confessing,
We’ll love thee now, and through eternity.

Words by O. Anderson Fuller
Music from “Finlandia” by Silbelius